The Danish-produced special lawnmower Lynex TX1100, with its simple
construction and low center of gravity, works on slopes up to 60 degrees.
The machine is radio controlled and can move within a range of 800
meters. The powerful tracks allow the mower high load capacity and
stability both on the slopes and in wetlands. The reliable transmission,
combined with powerful cutting gives high performance even under
difficult conditions, and the machine is ideal for mowing on steep slopes at
water reservoirs and nature reserves.
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The Lynex TX1100 has ‘uncomplicated rock – solid
engineering’ Powered by a 28 HP Kubota diesel motor this high
speed flail cuts grass, scrub and vegetation on banks of up to 60
degrees incline in one pass. The 60” wide flail provides
maximum output in the most difficult conditions, and wide
rubber tracks, precise weight distribution and the Lynex trade
mark ‘low centre of gravity’ ensure smooth running on the
steepest slopes without causing damage to the bank surface. The
standard ‘Category 1’ three –point linkage allows the flail head
to float with maximum travel independently on either side
providing maximum cutting ability without grounding out. The
Cat 1 linkage and standard PTO drive make the Lynex TX1100
an extremely versatile tool carrier providing power to a range of

Type:

TX 1100

Motor Diesel
Slopes up to
Weight
Speed forward /
reverse
Turning Radius
Working Width
Height
Width
Length
PTO

28 hp
60 degrees
1166 lbs.
5.5 mph
0°
60 in.
38 in.
64 in.
67 in.
1000RPM

implements on the flat and on slopes.

Application Areas:
Roadside Embankments and Verges River Walls and Watercourses
Reservoir and Lagoon Banks
Monuments and Heritage Sites
Bird and Nature Reserves
Golf Courses
Water Works and Treatment Plants Sewage Treatment Plants
Railway Embankments
Airports and Airfields
Ministry of Defence Sites
Firing Ranges
Munitions and Bulk Fuel Installations All grass banks and revetments
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